Choose a / an / the.

1) I like the / a story about elves.

2) There is an / the elephant in the / a room!

3) The / a tigers are impressive!

4) Put your coat on a / the hook.

5) An / The cat is sleeping on the / a chair.

6) Melanie wants a / the new doll.

1) __________ squirrel

2) __________ ant

3) __________ spider

4) __________ mouse

5) __________ eagle

6) __________ moose
A, an, the
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Answers

1) I like the / a story about elves.

2) There is an / the elephant in the / a room!

3) The / a tigers are impressive!

4) Put your coat on a / the hook.

5) The cat is sleeping on the / a chair.

6) Melanie wants a / the new doll.

1) ______ A (the) ______ squirrel

2) ______ An ______ ant

3) ______ A ______ spider

4) ______ A ______ mouse

5) ______ An ______ eagle

6) ______ A ______ moose